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Jim Blackman(March 4th 1963)
 
Still living this so called life and luvin it! !
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Lets Go For A Walk
 
Take my hand and lets go for a little walk
Lets take a stroll down a beach or maybe along a winding trail through the woods
Its just you and me we can talk about things and try to sort it all out
Not of things of the past but of whats yet to come
Tell me your dreams and I'll share mine with you
Side by side we shall walk hand in hand as we talk
About far away places and warm sunny days
Of all the tomarrows and of days yet to come
Sun setting beaches and turquoise blue seas
I'll show you my passions you share your desires
Together lets walk step in step as we talk
Making up plans for the journey ahead
Of the life thats before us of memories yet to come
Snow covered mountains castles along the Rhine
All that we long for all of our hopes
Put your hand in mine and lets go for a walk
 
Jim Blackman
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Tapistry Of Life
 
There is a certain affinity to all living creatures
A thread that weaves thru us all
Binding our lives togather in ways unbeknown to us
Along that thread our thoughts and emotions flow
As a stone dropped in a pond the effects ripple outward
Touching each and everyone of us
Vaguely with such a nuance
Unperceived so often we never feel it
At times though it is as if a whisper in our ear
Awaking us in the middle of the night
We see strangers and see there lives
A glance into one anothers eyes not a word spoken we understand
At a distance feeling anothers joy and pain
Knowing yet not sure how
We are never truly alone
Together we are sewed in this tapistry of life
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Thoughts Of Yesterday
 
Another night I find myself alone
Thoughts of yesterday of what use to be
A time with you of the life we shared
When we were a family back when you cared
Before the day I threw it all away
With the words I wrote and the lie I spoke
The pain I caused you the hurting inside
Tearing you down ripping your world apart
So carelessly lossing myself and letting you go
All of these tears can not wash away
What I have done and who I have hurt
The life I have lost the ones that I loved
The promises I broke the trust you placed in me
What I feel inside this heartache and pain
Are not just for me but for those I have touched
The ones that loved and had faith in me
Something so special so few will ever know
The precious gift that was given to me
To be part of your life your world your love
All this I have ruined all this I let go
Its another night and I find myself alone
With thoughts of yesterday and what use to be
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